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Atlanta Chef's Table

2015-02-07

serving up an eclectic mix of foods atlanta boasts a host of talented chefs along with a
devoted foodie community with several james beard foundation award semifinalists atlanta
continues to pioneer the south from casual comfort to the finer foods whether you re headed to
downtown or to the ethnic mecca that is buford highway you ll find atlanta s best chefs
innovating and continuing to redefine the culinary food scene in the big peach with 100
recipes for the home cook from atlanta s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full
color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor atlanta
chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and residents alike

New Orleans Chef's Table

2013-01-15

new orleans is a restaurant city and it s long been that way food cooking and restaurants
reflect the spirit of new orleans her people and their many cultures and cuisines restaurants
are our spiritual salve our meeting place to connect converse consume and of course plan the
next meal culinary traditions here are firm though there is a dynamic food dining evolution
taking place in what we have come to call the new new orleans today s restaurant recipe
includes a lot of love a taste of tradition and the flavor of something new new orleans
continues to be a most delicious city from its finest white tablecloth restaurants to homey
mom and pop cafes and chic new eateries and there s a place at the table waiting for you with
recipes for the home cook from over 50 of the city s most celebrated restaurants and
showcasing beautiful full color photos new orleans chef s table is the ultimate gift and
keepsake cookbook

Salt Lake City Chef's Table

2015-01-20

though the west was won years and years ago the pioneer spirit lives on in salt lake city slc
the local food scene is ripe with opportunity and alive with food entrepreneurs filled with
ideas that many thought would never take off in salt lake city let alone fly salt lake city
may be known for a world renowned choir and the transcontinental railroad s golden spike but
it s a modern vibrant city that has held on to its pioneer spirit and nowhere is that force
stronger than in the local food scene ripe with opportunity and ingenuity the foodie community
embraces collaboration and generosity so local restaurants bars and suppliers pardon the pun
feed on each other to reach greater heights entrepreneurs are serving everything from bone
marrow to tumbleweed while foraging for mushrooms and new ideas to elevate slc and its culture
with 76 recipes for the home cook from the area s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over
200 full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor
salt lake city chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and
residents alike

Brooklyn Chef's Table

2013-12-10

it s become less of a trend to talk about how trendy the brooklyn dining scene is and just an
accepted fact that from crown heights to mill basin prospect heights to bensonhurst brooklyn
is home to some of the best and most varied and most destination worthy restaurants not just
in new york city but throughout the entire country more than just a collection of recipes
brooklyn chef s table uncovers a brooklyn expressed through that glorious medium food by
reading the stories of the members of brooklyn s restaurant community the ones that grew up
here and never left or that came from other countries in search of a dream or merely migrated
across the bridge in order to better articulate their craft you ll discover brooklyn as it was
brooklyn as it is and brooklyn as it will be far into the foreseeable future with recipes for
the home cook from 60 of the borough s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full
color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor brooklyn
chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and new yorkers

Fairfield County Chef's Table

2014-04-15

fairfield county stakes a claim to some of connecticut s most diverse terrain an enviable
proximity to new york city and a discerning community of food lovers driving the demand for a
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vibrant dining scene the gold coast boasts some of the country s toniest neighborhoods such as
greenwich and southport as well as the state s largest cities including the historic port city
of norwalk the corporate minded stamford and the diverse bridgeport fine dining dense downtown
dining districts and neighborhood bodegas are equally at home along this dense and diverse
corridor along fairfield county s suburban center are such towns as ridgefield new canaan and
westport whose historic main streets and cultural landmarks draw a family oriented population
as a result reclaimed taverns farmers markets and upscale dining districts scattered with
family friendly options abound at the landlocked northern fringes quiet enclaves such as
easton wilton and newtown have large swaths of protected and undeveloped land as well as
bountiful farmland and a handful of farm to table restaurants with recipes for the home cook
from over fifty of the area s most celebrated restaurants and showcasing over 200 full color
photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor fairfield county
chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and locals

San Diego Chef's Table

2013-08-06

san diego is a vivacious and active food community whose eating habits are unpretentious yet
familiar conspicuous yet simple famous for supporting a health conscious lifestyle with an
abundant supply of fresh and organic products at their fingertips the attitude of the chefs
and diners alike is friendly and laid back from kitchen celebrities and james beard recognized
chefs to those who simply just love to cook priding themselves on being eco conscious using
only sustainable meats and seafood the restaurants in san diego are quickly becoming
enchanting places suitable for even the most discerning of palates the colorful california
modern cuisine will tempt your taste buds with fusions of imaginative textures and flavors
with recipes for the home cook from over 60 of the city s most celebrated restaurants and
showcasing around full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of
local flavor san diego chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook

Pittsburgh Chef's Table

2013-12-17

pittsburgh was once a beleaguered steel town but has transformed into a place that people are
talking about in only the best ways possible the cuisine here is also evolving pittsburgh
restaurant legends have laid a solid culinary foundation encouraging a continuous stream of
newbies to take risks applauded by stomachs everywhere creativity and sustainability are on
the rise but most importantly the pittsburgh food scene has remained unpretentious and
relatable the variety available runs the gamut of cuisine flavor and price allowing both
novice and expert foodies to experience culinary bliss with recipes for the home cook from
over 50 of the city s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full color photos
featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor pittsburgh chef s table
is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and locals alike

The New Nashville Chef's Table

2019-02-01

food cooking and restaurants reflect the down home spirit of nashville the people who live
there and their many cultures and cuisines culinary traditions here are firm but there is a
dynamic food dining evolution taking place from homey mom and pop cafes to chic new eateries
the new nashville chef s table features recipes for the home cook from the city s most
celebrated eateries alongside beautiful photography

Chicago Chef's Table

2012-04-17

once considered a city simply of steakhouses and deep dish pizza joints chicago has morphed
into a vibrant and rich collection of second generation energetic chefs seeking to forge
strong relationships with local producers and the diners they look to inspire master chef rick
bayless stephanie izard of girl the goat tony mantuano of spiaggia and paul kahan with his
slew of award winning restaurants are just a few of the top chefs making headlines not only in
chicago s food pubs but also nationwide chicago chef s table is the first cookbook to gather
chicago s best chefs and restaurants under one cover profiling signature at home recipes from
over fifty legendary dining establishments the book is a celebration of the farm to table way
of life and modern midwestern cuisine full color photos throughout highlight fabulous dishes
famous chefs and chicago landmarks
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The Chicago Chef's Table

2023-06-01

once considered a city simply of steakhouses and deep dish pizza joints chicago has morphed
into a vibrant and rich collection of second generation energetic chefs seeking to forge
strong relationships with local producers and the diners they look to inspire master chef rick
bayless stephanie izard of girl the goat tony mantuano of spiaggia and paul kahan with his
slew of award winning restaurants are just a few of the top chefs making headlines not only in
chicago s food pubs but also nationwide the chicago chef s table gathers chicago s best chefs
and restaurants under one cover profiling over 60 signature at home recipes from some of
chicago s beloved dining establishments the book is a celebration of chicago itself and its
modern midwestern cuisine

Seattle Chef's Table

2012-06-05

celebrating seattle s best restaurants and eateries with recipes and photographs hot chefs are
setting the seattle restaurant scene ablaze with innovative ideas and culinary surprises the
city s most heralded restaurants and eateries continue adding spark to an already sizzling
food scene from james beard winners holly smith and maria hines to chris mills who competed on
the original japanese iron chef in tokyo and restaurants like volterra which rachael ray named
one of her favorite restaurants in the world the emerald city is filled with celebrity chefs
heralded restaurants and food network star eateries that serve up delicious cuisine to locals
and tourists seattle chef s table is the first cookbook to gather seattle s best chefs and
restaurants under one cover profiling signature at home recipes from almost fifty legendary
dining establishments the book is also a celebration of the growing sustainable food movement
in the pacific northwest with full color photos throughout highlighting fabulous dishes famous
chefs and seattle landmarks it is the ideal ode to the city s coveted food culture and
atmosphere

Washington, DC Chef's Table

2012-11-27

in washington dc political rivals disagree on just about everything but there is widespread bi
partisan support for the city s restaurant scene the nation s capital and neighboring suburbs
boast premier restaurants and inspired chefs who bring even the most hardened adversaries to
the table now everyone inside and outside the beltway can savor a taste of the best washington
has to offer with tantalizing recipes from more than 50 of the capital s most celebrated chefs
and 100 beautiful full color photographs washington dc chef s table is a feast for the eyes as
well as the palate

Santa Barbara Chef's Table

2012-07-03

celebrating santa barbara s best restaurants and eateries with recipes and photograph santa
barbara chef s table profiles signature at home recipes from 40 legendary dining
establishments a keepsake cookbook for tourists and locals alike the book is a celebration of
santa barbara s farm to table way of life

Portland, Oregon Chef's Table

2012-07-17

portland oregon chef s table celebrates the food and culture of what the new york times calls
the city s golden age of dining and drinking the city s food scene largely a celebration of
the farm to table movement has grown and evolved tremendously in the last five years with an
abundance of local farms fisheries and small beef lamb and pork producers providing the city s
iconic restaurants with a wide array of locally grown deliciousness portland oregon chef s
table is the first cookbook to gather portland s top chefs and restaurants under one cover
with over seventy recipes for the home cook from more than sixty of the city s most celebrated
restaurants and showcasing stunning full color photos from award winning photographer bruce
wolf featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor portland oregon
chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both the tourist and the portland
local
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Baltimore Chef's Table

2014-06-17

in the midst of recent growth and downtown development baltimore is breaking away from its
culinary stereotypes and emerging as city that is attracting some extraordinary restaurants
and talented chefs while embracing the local food movement the city is now being recognized
for an expanding culinary movement newcomers and homegrown chefs alike are charming diners
with delicious variations staring the perennial favorite crab as well as offering unique
options like frankenfish tacos and hearts of palm crab cakes that are becoming the taste of
charm city with more than eighty recipes for the home cook from over fifty of the city s most
celebrated eateries and showcasing photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and
lots of local flavor baltimore chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for
both tourists and locals alike

Charleston Chef's Table

2009-12-22

signature recipes from greater charleston s top restaurants in recent years charleston which
hosts more than four million visitors annually has matured into a world class culinary
destination now the charleston chef s table allows locals and visitors alike to take a bit of
the city s incomparable flavor home with profiles of more than sixty of the city s best
restaurants and a signature recipe from each from roadside dives to upscale eateries southern
to chinese holly herrick leaves no stone unturned as she winnows charleston s 1 500
restaurants down to her top picks from fried chicken to sautéed duck livers the charleston
chef s table delivers all the goods that make charleston such an exciting place to visit live
and dine complementing the text are full color photographs as well as sidebars that highlight
this southern gem s 300 year history

Providence & Rhode Island Chef's Table

2023-11-14

the state of rhode island is so small it s more like a city state with just about everything
within easy driving distance rhode island really is like one big city where you can drive
thirty minutes in any direction and find a restaurant worthy of your time and money rue de l
espoir and pot au feu were the early pioneers serving french cuisine and bistro fare al forno
and new rivers opened in 1980 both garnering national acclaim for their modern italian cuisine
and new american cuisine respectively not surprisingly these four wonderful restaurants are
still in business today their continued success is a testament to their culinary vision it was
those venerable restaurants and chefs that brought media attention to little rhode island but
so many chefs and restaurateurs deserve to be mentioned if rhode island had a foodie hall of
fame these well established culinary stars would all deserve a place there standing on their
shoulders is a whole new generation of young chefs members of the new progressive food
movement they are equally passionate about their food and where it comes from they have all
formed close ties to local farmers and fishermen to ensure the freshest possible ingredients
are delivered regularly to their kitchens with 100 recipes for the home cook from the state s
most celebrated eateries and showcasing full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes
famous chefs and lots of local flavor providence rhode island chef s table is a feast for the
eyes as well as the palate the delicious dishes featured here are personal histories stories
of people place each recipe chef profile and photo tells its part of the story of rhode island

Houston Chef's Table

2012-11-06

houston is the dining out capital of texas with a food scene that reflects the city itself
talented entrepreneurial diverse and quite modern barbeque and tex mex are certainly present
but do not define the dining experience modern american cuisine brought into focus by mark cox
of mark s american cuisine and fine dining italian style served by award winning tony s both
set the stage for a dining experience independent of texas reputation for big steaks and
enchiladas and numerous establishments court the palate for thai indian caribbean brazilian
and turkish foods houston chef s table is the first cookbook to gather houston s best chefs
and restaurants under one cover including a signature at home recipe from seventy iconic
dining establishments the book is a celebration of the city s diverse cultural influences full
color photos throughout highlight fabulous dishes famous chefs and houston landmarks
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The New Orleans Chef's Table

2019-10-23

food obsessed and always hungry new orleans is a culinary melting pot of diverse people and
diverse cuisines from classics like jambalaya and beignets to new additions like boudin egg
rolls and shrimp tasso pinchos there s something for everyone whether you live in the city or
are just visiting the new edition of the new orleans chef s table brings together the best
that the big easy has to offer including recipes from each featured restaurant so you can
recreate your favorite dishes at home come celebrate the taste of new orleans

The Philadelphia Chef's Table

2020-03-15

the second edition of the philadelphia chef s table captures what is a vibrant moment in
philadelphia s dining scene through recipes from and conversations with more than fifty of the
city s most influential and well known chefs philadelphia is a thriving foodie town and philly
food devotees are always hungry for more wonderful choices with this book you can recreate
your favorite dishes at home come celebrate the tastes of new tastes of philadelphia

The New Charleston Chef's Table

2018-05-25

immerse yourself in the eclectic and growing food scene of charleston from roadside dives to
upscale eateries southern to chinese holly herrick leaves no stone unturned as she winnows
charleston s restaurants down to her top picks from fried chicken to shrimp and grits the new
charleston chef s table delivers all the goods that make this southern gem of a city such an
exciting place to visit live and dine and now you can recreate your favorite dishes at home
come celebrate the tastes of charleston

The New Chicago Chef's Table

2023

gathers chicago s best chefs and restaurants under one cover profiling over 60 signature at
home recipes from some of chicago s beloved dining establishments

San Francisco Chef's Table

2013-12-17

very few areas in the world offer more diversity than the san francisco bay area a place that
is without a doubt foodie central one reason for the major influx of the finest chefs and
their restaurants here is perhaps twofold first the resident foodies love to eat out not to
mention the 16 million tourists that also visit here with food at the top of their to do list
the second reason is perhaps the fact that the bay area offers chefs an incomparable proximity
to fresh local and organic ingredients with which to cook which anyone who cooks can tell you
make all of the difference in the end result with recipes for the home cook from over 50 of
the area s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full color photos featuring mouth
watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor san francisco chef s table is the
ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and locals alike

Hudson Valley Chef's Table

2014-06-17

thousands of years before hendrik hudson sailed his half moon up to modern day albany in 1609
the glaciers that once blanketed the hudson valley retreated to the arctic what the ice left
in its wake was a soil so rich that in global satellite images taken today the trench of its
path still shows up as a jet black streak lured by this soil s fertility came the family
farmers of the hudson valley who over time learned to glean the finest products that the land
could provide today the hudson valley is an area rich in history and art antiques and
architecture charming towns and farms that produce bountiful local produce america s history
comes alive here as does its beauty naturally hudson valley restaurants boast outstanding
chefs with a deep and growing commitment to supporting local agriculture hudson valley farmers
and artisans fill out the menus with sustainable raised produce meats poultry eggs cheese wine
and other fine foods it s creative cuisine at its best with over 80 recipes for the home cook
from the state s most celebrated eateries and showcasing full color photos featuring mouth
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watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor hudson valley chef s table is a feast
for the eyes as well as the palate the delicious dishes featured here are personal histories
stories of people and place each recipe chef profile and photo tells its part of the story and
magic of the hudson valley

Denver & Boulder Chef's Table

2013-08-20

landscape has everything to do with who coloradans are and thus how they cook eat and drink
ruggedness is a given the cowboys and outlaws of the old wild west have their modern day
equivalents in chefs and back to the land enthusiasts who forage for forest mushrooms when
they re not tending to their beehives and chicken coops this sense of adventure and emphasis
on locally sourced ingredients is imparted on every plate served in denver and boulder s
restaurants and eateries combined with a spotlight on cooking traditions from around the world
the front range dining scene has never felt so exciting and vibrant all the while set against
a singular backdrop the rocky mountains denver boulder chef s table gathers the cities best
chefs and restaurants under one roof featuring recipes for the home cook from over fifty of
the region s most celebrated restaurants and showcasing full color photos of mouth watering
dishes award winning chefs and lots of local flavor

Florida Keys & Key West Chef's Table

2022-11-01

surrounded by water the florida keys yields a bounty that easily could qualify as the eighth
wonder of the world the keys can confidently boast that nowhere else in the continental us
will you find fresher more innovatively prepared fish and seafood special natural resources
from stone crabs and yellowtail snapper to cracked conch and key limes are served any way you
like and the relaxed atmosphere of the restaurants is reflected in the cuisine be it a
roadside cafe or a resort dining room the cuisine is all keys casual with recipes for the home
cook from florida s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full color photos
featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor florida keys key west
chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and residents of the
keys

Providence and Rhode Island Chef's Table

2020-02

the state of rhode island is so small it s more like a city state with just about everything
within easy driving distance rhode island really is like one big city where you can drive
thirty minutes in any direction and find a restaurant worthy of your time and money rue de l
espoir and pot au feu were the early pioneers serving french cuisine and bistro fare al forno
and new rivers opened in 1980 both garnering national acclaim for their modern italian cuisine
and new american cuisine respectively not surprisingly these four wonderful restaurants are
still in business today their continued success is a testament to their culinary vision it was
those venerable restaurants and chefs that brought media attention to little rhode island but
so many chefs and restaurateurs deserve to be mentioned if rhode island had a foodie hall of
fame these well established culinary stars would all deserve a place there standing on their
shoulders is a whole new generation of young chefs members of the new progressive food
movement they are equally passionate about their food and where it comes from they have all
formed close ties to local farmers and fishermen to ensure the freshest possible ingredients
are delivered regularly to their kitchens with 100 recipes for the home cook from the state s
most celebrated eateries and showcasing full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes
famous chefs and lots of local flavor providence rhode island chef s table is a feast for the
eyes as well as the palate the delicious dishes featured here are personal histories stories
of people place each recipe chef profile and photo tells its part of the story of rhode island

Twin Cities Chef's Table

2014-11-04

the twin cities boast a culinary scene that features locally grown foods showcased in both
local specialties and a variety of international traditions the cities chefs several of which
have been nominated for the james beard award take the freshest ingredients from the season
picked right from the local orchards or farms to create inspired dishes the lure diners
downtown with recipes for the home cook from over 50 of the two city s most celebrated
eateries and showcasing over 100 full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous
chefs and lots of local flavor twin cities chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake
cookbook for both tourists and locals alike
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The New New Orleans Chef's Table

2019-10

food obsessed and always hungry new orleans is a culinary melting pot of diverse people and
diverse cuisines from classics like jambalaya and beignets to new additions like boudin egg
rolls and shrimp tasso pinchos there s something for everyone whether you live in the city or
are just visiting the new edition of the new orleans chef s table brings together the best
that the big easy has to offer including recipes from each featured restaurant so you can
recreate your favorite dishes at home come celebrate the taste of new orleans

The New Portland, Maine, Chef's Table

2019-07-15

with more than 80 recipes from dozens of the city s most celebrated restaurants including
drifter s wife rose foods and chaval and showcasing full color photos of mouth watering dishes
by james beard nominated chefs and lots of local flavor portland s dynamic food scene is
celebrated in all its gustatorial glory

Austin Chef's Table

2013-03-05

austin is an oasis of creativity in texas food ranges from mom and pop eateries and eclectic
food trailers to high end chef driven restaurants and all of them have received a warm welcome
from the community east austin is home to taquerias and barbecue joints while north austin
claims some of the city s best vietnamese and korean cuisine austin chef s table is the first
cookbook to gather austin s best chefs and restaurants under one cover including a signature
at home recipe from more than fifty iconic dining establishments the book is a celebration of
the city s creative food scene full color photos throughout capture austin s eclectic eateries
and highlight fabulous dishes and famous chefs

Twin Cities Chef's Table

2014

the twin cities boast a culinary scene that features locally grown foods showcased in both
local specialties and a variety of international traditions the cities chefs several of which
have been nominated for the james beard award take the freshest ingredients from the season
picked right from the local orchards or farms to create inspired dishes the lure diners
downtown with recipes for the home cook from over 50 of the two city s most celebrated
eateries and showcasing over 100 full color photos featuring mouth watering dishes famous
chefs and lots of local flavor twin cities chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake
cookbook for both tourists and locals alike

Extraordinary Recipes from Atlanta Chef's Table

2015

serving up an eclectic mix of foods atlanta boasts a host of talented chefs along with a
devoted foodie community with several james beard foundation award semifinalists atlanta
continues to pioneer the south from casual comfort to the finer foods with 100 recipes for the
home cook from atlanta s most celebrated eateries and showcasing over 200 full color photos
featuring mouth watering dishes famous chefs and lots of local flavor atlanta chef s table is
the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook for both tourists and residents alike

Cape Cod Chef's Table

2013-06-11

cape cod massachusetts is roughly a 70 mile peninsula divided into 15 towns it is one of the
furthermost points of land in the eastern us with its hooked arm jutting out 40 miles into the
atlantic ocean some of the towns date back to the 1600s and each has its own unique
personality history and gastronomic adventure over the past several years cape cod s culinary
landscape has evolved yes there are still the delicious fried clams fresh broiled or grilled
fish and lobster rolls that have always been favorites but many of today s chefs are
reinventing these traditional foods with a slightly different twist the huge resurgence and
interest in organic and local farming in many parts of our country has also reached the cape
and chefs here are connecting with farmers and growers and using many of their products today
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s cape presents a thriving and unique culinary landscape and cape cod chef s table gives
readers locals and visitors a new perspective on this culinary scene with recipes for the home
cook from the cape s celebrated eateries and purveyors along with beautiful full color photos
cape cod chef s table is the ultimate gift and keepsake cookbook

Philadelphia Chef's Table

2012-09-04

not long ago philadelphia s culinary identity could be described in one word cheesesteak but
today you re as likely to hear food lovers discussing iron chef jose garces restaurant mogul
stephen starr marc is this the best italian restaurant in america vetri and the gelato genius
of capogiro you ll find them crowding into honey s sit n eat for a jewish southern brunch
lining up for bespoke cocktails at franklin mortgage investment co and planning a year in
advance for dinner at talula s table and these philly food devotees are always hungry for more
one thing hasn t changed since the city s cheesesteak days when friendly rivalries between
vendors earned the humble sandwich its place atop philly foodie lore the personalities the
talented memorable chefs in the city s kitchens are the driving force behind the city s
current restaurant revolution philadelphia chef s table captures this vibrant moment in
philadelphia s dining scene through recipes from and conversations with more than fifty of the
city s most influential and well known chefs

Savannah Chef's Table

2013

an evocative cookbook featuring the top restaurants chefs and foods of savannah

A Table for Friends

2020-07-09

this is a beautiful cookbook full of joyous life enriching recipes i love it nigel slater its
collection of foolproof elegant recipes calls to mind nigella lawson at her best vogue a table
for friends celebrates the joy of eating with friends and family with over 100 simple and
wonderfully inviting recipes that allow you to relax with your loved ones whilst the cooking
takes care of itself drawing on years of cooking for more people than it ever seemed possible
to squeeze into her kitchen sunday times columnist and cookery author skye mcalpine shares the
secrets to her stylish and relaxed way of hosting setting you up for success whether you re
cooking for two or twenty a table for friends has recipes for every occasion from last minute
weeknight dinners to large celebratory gatherings skye s recipes fall into four chapters stars
sides sweets and extras which allow you to intuitively plan a simple and impressive menu and
because juggling oven space is one of the biggest challenges when cooking for a crowd each
chapter is ingeniously organised into throw together on the hob and in the oven so your menu
works best for your mood your kitchen and your time alongside these beautiful deliciously do
able recipes comes skye s practical fuss free guidance for hosting a stress free gathering
from what to cook in advance to how to lay the table beautifully allowing you to step out of
the kitchen and relax with your guests for a super easy roast why not try her honey roast
poussins butter sage roast pumpkin saffron fennel a really good chicory salad with creamy
mustard dressing and winter fruit mascarpone tart or for a wonderfully soothing pasta supper
tagliatelle with gorgonzola pear walnut and chocolate chestnut meringue cake is sure to be a
crowd pleaser this is a cookbook to cook from a helpful approachable down to earth kitchen
companion that will give you the confidence to gather friends around your table and the
inspiration to do so more often it s a winner a book i ll turn to again and again especially
when friends come over delicious magazine

From the Oven to the Table

2019-09-19

the sunday times bestseller for bung it in the oven cooks everywhere this is a must have book
diana henry has a genius for flavour nigella lawson the sunday times best cookbooks of the
year this might be henry s most useful book yet which is saying something the sunday times
guardian s best cookbooks and food writing of the year the shining star is diana henry s from
the oven to the table in which she faultlessly delivers highly achievable boldly flavoured
dishes meera sodha the guardian independent s best cookbooks of the year a new cookbook from
diana henry is always a reason to celebrate and from the oven to the table is no exception
independent observer food monthly 20 best food books of the year there s so much to love about
the latest from the sunday telegraph writer its great strength lies in updating and upgrading
food you ll want to produce with a flourish deliciously photographed too allan jenkins
observer food monthly daily mail s cookery books of the year diana henry is one of britain s
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best cookery writers her recipes are instantly appealing and she s the most elegant of writers
packed with hearty highly flavoured dishes it s the perfect winter cookbook for those days
when you need sustenance without putting in too much effort daily mail sunday times ireland
cookbook of the year of all the new cookbooks that came into my house this year this is the
one that has been used most often sunday times ireland delicious magazine s best cookbooks of
the year her most simply satisfying book yet a must own delicious magazine i m not quite sure
how diana henry does it but every book she writes is a winner practical enticing and evocative
and the recipes always work this one may seem as simple as it gets one pot or tray cooking but
it never ceases to delight tom parker bowles the mail on sunday diana henry s favourite way to
cook is to throw ingredients into a dish or roasting tin slide them in the oven and let the
heat behind that closed door transform them into golden burnished meals most of the easy going
recipes in this wonderfully varied collection are cooked in one dish some are ideas for simple
accompaniments that can be cooked on another shelf at the same time from quick after work
suppers to feasts for friends the dishes are vibrant and modern and focus on grains pulses and
vegetables as much as meat and fish with recipes such as chicken thighs with miso sweet
potatoes spring onions roast indian spiced vegetables with lime coriander butter and roast
stone fruit with almond and orange flower crumbs diana shows how the oven is the most useful
bit of kit you have in your kitchen praise for how to eat a peach this is an extraordinary
piece of food writing pitch perfect in every way i couldn t love anyone who didn t love this
book nigella lawson her best yet superb menus evoking place and occasion with consummate
elegance financial times food book of the year at the andré simon food drink book awards 2019
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